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Abstract

The main goal of this article is to compare data-mining clustering methods (k-means and fuzzy c-means) 
based on a sample of banking and energy companies on the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) stock markets. 
We examined these companies for a pattern that reflected the effect of news on the bank sector’s stocks 
throughout October, November, and December 2012. Correlation coefficients and t-statistics for the good 
news indicator (GNI) and the bad news indicator (BNI) and financial factors, such as PER, PBV, DY and 
rate of return, were used as diagnostic variables for the clustering methods. 
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Introduction

Data mining (DM) analyzes (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected 

relationships and summarizes the data in novel ways that are understandable and useful for 

the data owner1. The field of data mining and knowledge discovery is emerging as a new, 

fundamental research area with important applications to science, engineering, medicine, 

business and education. Data mining attempts to formulate, analyze, and implement basic 

induction processes that help extract meaningful information and knowledge from unstructured 

data2. In today’s knowledge-driven economy, DM is an essential tool in pursuing enhanced 

productivity, decreased uncertainty, delighted customers, mitigated risk, maximized returns, 

refined processes, and optimally allocated resources3. DM can be used in financial application 

such as businesses4, banking and marketing5 to gain significant advantages in today’s competitive 

global marketplace6. 

Clustering is an important data-mining technique for extracting useful information from 

various high-dimensional datasets7. Clustering is a process of grouping a set of objects into 

clusters so that the objects are quite similar in the same cluster but very dissimilar compared to 

objects in other clusters. Various types of clustering methods have been proposed and developed8 

or can be defined as a mathematical technique designed for revealing classification structures in 

the data collected in real-world phenomena9. Clustering methods organize a data set into clusters 

so that data points in one cluster are similar and data points in other clusters are dissimilar10.

The k-means algorithm is an efficient and a well-known algorithm in clustering large data 

sets11. Ruspini12 and Bezdek13 adduced the fuzzy versions of the -means algorithm, where each 

pattern is allowed to have membership functions in all clusters rather than a distinct membership 

in exactly one cluster. However, working only on numeric data limits, the use of these means 

algorithms in such areas as data mining where large categorical data sets are frequently 

encountered14.

There are two main types in applying k-means algorithms in cluster analysis − “hard” 

non-fuzzy15 or fuzzy. In the first type the number of clusters k must be determined in advance 

as an input to these algorithms. In a real data set, k is usually unknown. In practice, different k 

values are tried, and cluster validation techniques are used to measure the clustering results and 

determine the best value of k16.

The k-means algorithm is a classic technique, and many descriptions and variations are 

available17. In addition, it is popular because it is conceptually simple and is computationally 
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fast as well as memory efficient. Nonetheless, various limitations in the k-means algorithm 

make extraction difficult18. 

K-mean clusters observations into k groups, where k is provided as an input parameter19. 

K-means clustering starts with a single cluster with its center as the mean of the data. This 

cluster is split into two, and the means of the new clusters are trained iteratively. These clusters 

again split, and the process continues until the specified number of clusters is obtained20.

In clustering algorithms, points are grouped by some notion of “closeness” or “similarity.” 

In k-means, the default measure of closeness is the Euclidean distance21. The idea of fuzzy 

clustering was first introduced as an alternative to the traditional cluster analysis by applying 

membership values to points between clusters Ruspini22.

The fuzzy c-means clustering approach is also known as fuzzy k-means23. It is analogous 

to traditional cluster analysis24. Fuzzy c-means developed by Bezdek in 1981 adapted the fuzzy 

set theory which assigns a data object (observation) to more than one cluster.

The essential difference between fuzzy c-means clustering and standard k-means clustering 

is the partitioning of objects into each group. Rather than the hard partitioning of standard 

k-means clustering, where objects belong to only a single cluster, fuzzy c-means clustering 

considers each object a member of every cluster, with a variable degree of “membership”25.

The similarity between objects is defined by a distance measure, which plays an important 

role in obtaining correct clusters. For simple datasets where the data are multidimensional, the 

Euclidean distance measure26 can be used. However, there are several types of distance measure 

that can be used for obtaining clusters of the same data, for example the Manhattan distance can 

be used for Euclidean data27.

The squared Euclidean distance is another distance measure, mathematically speaking; 

it uses the same equation as the Euclidean distance metric but does not take the square root. 

As a result, clustering with the squared Euclidean distance metric is faster than clustering 

with the regular Euclidean distance28. Applying some other distance measure than the most 

commonly applied Euclidean distance has been reported in several articles and it has obtained 

better clustering accuracy29. 

The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) markets are the most advanced in economic 

reforms in the Middle East and proceeded solidly toward regional integration during the early 

2000s30. The members of the GCC, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United 

Arab Emirates, represent very promising emerging markets31, and their financial sectors remain 

dominated by banks32. Development of physical infrastructure has been assisted in a large part 

by labor cost competitive advantages and facilitated, at the technical and management level, by 
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imported Western expertise33. GCC banks, in turn, are often partly state-owned, reflecting the 

continuing large role of GCC governments in local economic development34. The GCC markets 

differ from those of developed countries and from other emerging markets in that GCC markets 

are largely segmented from the global equity markets and are overly sensitive to regional 

political events35.

A stock market is a public market for trading company stock and derivatives at an agreed 

price; these are securities listed on a stock exchange as well as those traded privately. It is an 

organized set-up with a regulatory body, and the members that trade in shares are registered with 

the stock market and regulatory body36. A financial market is a complex, non-stationary, noisy, 

and chaotic system, but it does not follow a random walk process37. Financial markets contain 

many uncertainties, and interact with various economic, political, and social factors. Since 

change in the stock market is more disordered, the system is hard to define as merely a linear 

or nonlinear system38; therefore, predictions of stock market price and its direction are quite 

difficult. Some recent studies show that media has a systemic impact on financial markets, and 

it can effectively attract the investors’ attention but also affect stock prices39. Stock movements 

might be random but may be correlated with some (also randomly occurring) economic or 

political news40. Recently, various studies have analyzed the link between news coverage and 

stock prices41. Many experiments have shown an influence of information on the future valuation 

of stocks. For example, Andreassen42 presented fictitious news and stock quotes (positive and 

negative) for a selected group of investors43. Being able to grasp the information to make the 

right decision is a very important issue for short-term investors. However, “good news” and 

“bad news” contain a large amount of repetitive keywords, thus decreasing the accuracy of 

clustering44. 

1. Data Mining

Data mining and knowledge discovery is a family of computational methods that aim 

at collecting and analyzing data related to the function of a system of interest to gain a better 

understanding of the system45. Data mining analyzes massive observational data sets to find 

unsuspected relationships and summarizes the data in novel ways that are understandable and 

useful for the data owner46 and refers to extracting or “mining” knowledge from large amounts 

of data47. Data mining has its origins in various disciplines, of which the two most important are 

statistics and machine learning.
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Data mining and knowledge discovery (data mining or KDD for short) has emerged to be 

one of the most vivacious areas in information technology in the last decade. Cao, Yu, Zhang, 

& Zhang48, which includes pre-processing and post-processing tasks. Pre-processing includes 

data extraction, data cleaning, data fusion, data reduction, and feature construction, whereas 

post-processing steps include pattern and model interpretation, hypothesis confirmation, and 

generation, and so on. This knowledge discovery and data mining process tends to be highly 

iterative and interactive49.

DM is involved in predictive and descriptive models that are applied in many different 

tasks50.

The descriptive model includes the following tasks51:

 – association rules,

 – sequence discovery,

 – summarization,

 – clustering.

1.1. Clustering

Clustering is a process of grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into a set of classes, 

called clusters, according to some similarity function. Cluster is a collection of objects that are 

similar to one another within the cluster and dissimilar to objects in other clusters52. There are 

different types of clustering paradigms such as representative-based, hierarchical, density-based, 

graph-based, and spectral clustering depending on the data and desired cluster characteristics53. 

One of the mostly commonly used clustering algorithms is the k-means algorithm54.

1.2. K-means algorithm 

The k-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms for clustering 

problems. The algorithm aims to form k clusters of n objects, resulting in intra-clusters55. The 

k-means algorithm is a simple, iterative, clustering algorithm that partitions a given dataset into 

a user-specified number of clusters, k. One of the main advantages of this algorithm is that it 

is simple to implement and run, relatively fast, easy to adapt, and common in practice56. The 

k-means is an efficient centroid-based algorithm that has been widely used in various key areas, 

such as micro-array datasets, high-dimensional data sets, etc. Two terms, a cluster and distance, 

should be defined:

A cluster is an ordered list of objects that have common characteristics. The objects belong 

to an interval [a, b], in our case [0, 1].
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The distance between two clusters involves some or all elements of the two clusters. The 

clustering method determines how the distance should be computed57.

The k-means clustering technique begins with a description of the basic algorithm58. 

Choosing k initial centroids is the first step, where k is a user-specified parameter, namely, 

the number of desired clusters. The second step is to assign each point to the closest centroid, 

and each collection of points assigned to a centroid is a cluster. The centroid of each cluster is 

then updated based on the points assigned to the cluster. The assignment steps are repeated and 

updated until there are no point change clusters, or equivalently, until the centroids remain the 

same59.

An algorithm for partitioning (or clustering) n data points into k disjoint subsets (Si) 

containing data points minimizes the sum-of-squares criterion, such that

  

 

𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 = ∑ ∑ ||𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 −𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖
𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖||2  

 

 

 (1)

where xj is a vector representing the jth data point and µi is the geometric centroid of the data 

points in Si 60. 

In clustering algorithms, points are grouped by some notion of “closeness” or “similarity”61. 

A more common measure in K-mean is Euclidean distance, which is computed by finding the 

square of the distance between each variable, summing the squares, and finding the square 

root of that sum. In the two-variable case, the distance is analogous to finding the length of the 

hypotenuse in a triangle62; the distance between two points on the real line is the absolute value 

of their numerical difference. Thus, if x and y are two points on the real line, then the distance 

between them is computed as63:

                                                √(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦)2 = |𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦|   

 

  (2) 

As in Cartesian coordinates, if p = (p1, p2, ..., pn) and q = (q1, q2, ..., qn) are two points in 

Euclidean n space, then the distance from p to q or from q to p is given by64:

 𝑑𝑑(𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞) = 𝑑𝑑(𝑞𝑞, 𝑝𝑝) = √(𝑞𝑞1 − 𝑝𝑝1)2 + (𝑞𝑞2 − 𝑝𝑝2)2 + ⋯ . +(𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 − 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛)2 =  √∑ (𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 − 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)2𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1   

 

 (3) 

The issue of determining “the right number of clusters” in k-means has attracted 

considerable interest, especially in recent years. Cluster intermix affects the clustering results 

the most65. Researchers have suggested several other procedures for determining the number of 

clusters in a dataset. The first method, suggested by Calinski66, chooses the number of clusters 

as the argument maximizing, where B (k) and W (k) are the between and within cluster sum 
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of squares (SS) with k clusters, respectively. CH (k) has the form of an analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) F-statistic for testing the presence of distinct groups67.

1.3. Fuzzy c-means

Fuzzy clustering is based on Zadeh’s idea which was introduced in 196568.This idea 

refers to the similarity a point shares with each cluster with a function (termed the membership 

function) whose values (called memberships) are between zero and one69. Fuzzy approach 

in clustering analysis gives the opportunity to describe groups or clusters that can at best be 

imprecisely articulated. Data points can be partitioned into a specific number of overlapping 

natural groups, i.e., fuzzy clusters, with each data point in each cluster to some degree specified 

by a membership value70. 

The fuzzy c-means algorithm is based on minimizing the objective function shown below, 

for a given fuzzy partition of the data, n, and a set of k cluster centroids71.

The fuzzy k-means algorithm classifies each vector to all clusters with different values of 

membership between 0 and 1. This membership value indicates the association of a vector to 

each k cluster. Notice that the fuzzy c-means algorithm does not classify fuzzy data, but crisp 

data into fuzzy clusters72.

For a set of n individuals classified into k classes with conventional (Boolean) classification, 

the membership function equals F = µij = 1, where individual i belongs to class j, and F = µij = 0, 

when individual i does not belong to class j. Three conditions ensure that conventional sets are 

exclusive and jointly exhaustive:

   ∑ 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 

𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=1
1,            1  ≤  𝑖𝑖 ≤  𝑛𝑛 

 

 (4)

   ∑ 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
> 0,            1  ≤  𝑖𝑖 ≤  𝑘𝑘       (5)

 µij ϵ {0, 1},     1 ≤ I ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k  (6)

The sum of membership of an individual across all classes is 1and it is indicated in 

equation (4). Equation (5) shows that the classes are not empty because one individual belongs 

to each class at least, so finally, Eq. (6) suggests that an individual belongs to a class or does not 

belong at all. This equation presents the difference between non-fuzzy and fuzzy classes. Fuzzy 

set theory allows Eq. (6) so that class memberships are let to be partial and can take on any value 

between and including 0 and 1 (Eq. 7)73.
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 µi,j ϵ [0,1],     1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k (7)

Fuzzy C-Means can be computed using several algorithms74.

By minimizing the objective function the optimal fuzzy classification will be achieved to 

satisfy the conditions in Eqs. (4), (5), and (6). The generalized objective function is given in 

Eq. (8).

 𝐽𝐽(𝐹𝐹, 𝑧𝑧) = ∑ ∑ 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∅

𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

2                               

 

 (8)

where k is the number of the clusters, n is the number of data points. The expression of di,j
2  

shows the distance between the individual i and the class center j, F = [ui;j] is an n-by-k partition 

matrix, ui;j represents the association degree of membership of the ith object xi to the jth cluster zj, 

Z = [z1, z2, ..., zk]T is an k-by-m matrix containing the cluster centers. Euclidian distance measure 

is used. The parameters affecting the results are number of clusters (k) and degree of fuzziness 

(ϕ). Equation (8) assigns intermediate memberships and solved the problem of intergrades, 

which are data points between two classes. 

2. Methodology and data

In this case study, press economic information, taken from Alarabia.net (2012), a semi-

official press agency, and Reuters.com (2012), one of the world’s largest international multimedia 

news agencies, is treated as a source of media noise that influences the value of stocks quoted 

on the GCC stock market (SMs) for the top market capitalization (mark cap) companies in the 

banking sector. The period chosen for data collection was October, November, and December 

2012. All economic news was categorized into three types of information, neutral, positive, and 

negative, after which another group, called the most tragic news in the economic sense, was 

created by selecting this type of news from the negative information group. To determine the most 

tragic news, the researchers selected news that contained words such as “crisis”, “depression”, 

and “collapse” in its title. An indicator of media expansiveness was constructed based on these 

data75. This indicator is a quotient of the number of articles in a chosen information group 

and the number of all Alarabia.net and Reuters.com information pieces published on the same 

day (t). 

 %100⋅=
t

t
t TNN

NBNBNI  (9)
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where BNIt is the bad news indicator, NBNt is the number of negative headlines, and TNNt is 

the total number of headlines. This indicator was calculated daily and provides information on 

the strength of the negative information obtained from press coverage. Analogous tragic news 

indicators and a good news indicator (GNIt) were also calculated.

The second type of data was the daily rates of return of the stock exchange (Rt), β risk 

coefficient, mark cap, price to earnings (P/E) ratio, price to book value (P/BV) ratio (P/B), 

and dividend yield (DY) ratio published on KAMCO, Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange, Dubai 

Financial Market, Kuwait Stock Exchange, Qatar Exchange, Saudi Stock Exchange, Bahrain 

Bourse, and Muscat Securities corresponding to the same time period76. 

In the present study, we used correlation and regression analysis to identify the behavioral 

character of the dependency between the analyzed variables. Since this research was conducted 

over a short period, statistical verification of the significance of the correlations is important. 

The confidence level was set at (0.05). First, the correlation coefficients between the economic 

ratios of the chosen securities with the news indicators were calculated. The second step of this 

research applied the k-means clustering algorithm to the bank and energy sectors of the GCC 

stock markets (86 banks: 25 Islamic, 50 conventional, and 11 mixed; and 19 energy companies) 

by using the Euclidean distance measure method and then applied fuzzy c-means for the same 

companies. The third step applied the chi square test to the k-mean and fuzzy c-mean similarity 

of a number of clusters. The aim of clustering in this study is to get homogenous groups of stock 

market ratios that have the same reaction to the news.

3. Empirical results

We analyzed the correlation between GNI, BNI, and NNI and the changes in the rates of 

return of the stock exchange indexes Rt, mark cap, P/E, P/B, β, and DY for the same period 

(63 trading days) on the GCC stock markets on the banking and energy companies. We observed 

changes in the correlation coefficients that were the result of companies. We observed that 

the correlation coefficients were not statistically significant; therefore, we divided the period 

into sub-periods of 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30 trading days to obtain significant correlation 

coefficients.

We used t-tests to analyze the statistical significance of the relationship between GNI, BNI, 
and Rt, mark cap, P/E, P/B, β, and DY. The correlation analysis and t-test were used to estimate 

the optimum period that could give the best reaction of the market movement to the (BNI and 

GNI) indicators. 
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Based on the Euclidean distance method, we determined the optimum period for the stock 

market ratios, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Optimum time period for stock market ratios

Ratio Rt Mark cap P/E P/B DY

Best Period (days) 25 28 26 25 27

Source: original data.

Based on these values, we clustered the banking and energy companies using the k-means 

algorithm, with Euclidean distance measure methods. The number of clusters for each ratio to 

each distance measure method was chosen based on ANOVA (according to values of the SS, 

between separated clusters, this should be the maximum and minimum distances between the 

object within the same cluster, and the p-value); therefore, we chose, as an example, four clusters 

instead of three or five clusters for the P/E, using Euclidean distance, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Number of clusters of stock market ratios based on Euclidean distance measure

Ratio Rt Mark cap P/E P/B DY

No. of Clusters 4 3 4 5 3

Source: authors’ calculations.

Depending on the number of k-mean clusters, we applied the fuzzy c-mean to each stock 

ratio. Table 3 shows the similarity between the membership of the stocks for k-mean and fuzzy 

c-mean for the DY ratio.

Table 3. Similarity between memberships of stocks for k-mean  
and fuzzy k-mean for the DY ratio

FKM

KM

DY Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Cluster 1 4 15 12
Cluster 2 1 17 19
Cluster 3 2 19 16

Source: authors’ calculations.

The chi square test of dependency is used to prove that the distribution of stocks clustered 

by k-means and fuzzy c-means is completely independent. Thus, choosing the clustering 
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methodology could give us different conclusions. Table 4 shows a summary of values for (chi 

square, alpha, p-value, and correlation coefficient) for stock exchange indexes Rt, mark cap, 

P/E, P/B, and DY.

Table 4. Summary of statistics (chi square, alpha, p-value, and correlation)  
for stock exchange ratios Rt, mark cap, P/E, P/B, and DY

Ratio Chi square Alfa p-value Correlation 
coefficient

Rt 35.3958 3.3251 0.9999 0.1124
Mar Cap 14.6500 0.7107 0.9945 0.0697
P/E 60.7865 3.3251 1.0000 0.1930
P/B 68.4248 7.9616 1.0000 0.1629
DY 3.5100 0.7107 0.5240 0.0167

Source: authors’ calculations.

An Intel® Core (TM) i7-2670QM CPU at a 2.20 GHz Workstation with an 8 GB RAM 

computer was used to conduct the research experiments. The program STATISTICA version 10 

was used to data mine the clustering methods.

Conclusions

The purpose of the current study was to compare two clustering methods (k-mean and 

fuzzy k-mean) in clustering banking and energy companies and to test the dependency relation 

of these clustering methods. The results showed the following:

1. The chi square test of dependency was used to prove that the distribution of stocks 

clustered by k-means and fuzzy c-means are completely independent. The chi square 

values were greater than the alpha values; the p-values were greater than the level of 

confidence (0.05), and the correlation was statically insignificant.

2. Choosing the fuzzy c-means method to identify groups of homogenous stocks in terms 

of reactions to news uses news indicators (GNI, BNI, NNI) effectively for diagnosing 

the market’s emotional state.

We suggest using fuzzy k-means as a statically proven method of clustering for these 

variables because they are closely tied to investor behavior, and this method is more flexible 

than the standard k-mean. 
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